HASH TRASH—RUN # 839—Casablance Bay St.Lucia

June 22nd, 2013

HARES—Betty/Lorin

Scribe—Uncle Ray

“Here’s looking at you kid” ever since Betty told me the name of the beach
where we ended up was Casablanca (close enough) I can’t stop singing as
“time goes by “

Those whose memory goes past transistor radios will understand.

“We are a DRINKING club with
a RUNNING problem..”
NEXT RUN: 20th July, 2013



However I digress………

With the impeccable timing the buses arrived at the hotel and we quietly
(some of us) made our way to our seating, 2pm and off we went. Not a long
trip today, just as far as the National Stadium, little confusion on which buses
were staying then it was a jostle to get under the shade of the only bush in the
area. Lorin called us to order and explained that it would be an A to B run and
at some stage there would be a walkers trail.
Then it was on on and off we went,

Ravine Sabe—Central
Trinidad— Drive south
along the Uriah Buttler
highway and exit on the
Chaguanas flyover and
keep left on the southern
main road heading east.
When reaching the Montrose junction (next to
KFC), continue east on
the Longdenville road
making the first bend and
continuing for another
couple miles to another
bend where you make a
left on the sign “Ravine
Sabe”. Continue on that
road heading east until
you reach the run site.
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Down The Island Lime—August
Hash Annual Cricket—TBA
Pajama Run—TBA
Hashers who could cook—September
Tobago Hash—24th—27th October
Hash Treasure Hunt—TBA
Hash Christmas—December

And…..”he coming” all by himself

The Run
To describe this run in detail would be most difficult as it appeared to the
pack to have more twists than Oliver, It started off nicely with the prerequisite false trail, then off into the pasture with a quaint little cow shed and
plenty of droppings, then on to the dirt tracks, No doubt due to the hares
experience the checks worked just about every time, and were long, one
in particular left the group of front runners down on a beach running all
over the place until another experienced hasher noted the X all the fast
and furious missed. We need not have worried about being left behind as
there was plenty of opportunities to catch the pack, so devious were the
checks,

When we split from the walkers, it was “assumed” we would do a simple
loop and catch them up, should never assume, the runners trail was a
hash by itself, made even more challenging by the pace maintained by
the front runners. I almost got a trail right but was warned off by a female
hasher who decided to take that location for a leak. By now the sun was
taking its toll on the “want to be frontrunners” and even the serious runners were beginning to wilt, however we were all impressed with Harty
who could have beat back the energizer bunny. We gradually got nearer
the sea (cause we could hear it) but still no clear trail was evident, Finally
we found the track which lead to the beach, and who could be surprised
(at this stage) that the on in was at least half a mile, one final push and we
were back to be met with the group of walkers and hash groupies, you
know how hard it is when you have busted your balls to complete the run
and no one seems the least bit interested.

The excitement and hot sun…….3pm start!

The true trail was 6 miles so I reckon that the runners probably did 7, but
kudos’s must go to Betty and Lorin for a well set challenging run.
Relaxing hashers style at the run site after the run

THE POOFTER

And it was Andrew
& Sheldon for
POOFTER
Andrew—he announced to the
hashers that it was
the first time he
“came first” but his
wife denied.
Sheldon— keep run-

ning from a Bajan
female hasher who
he thought was the
one who made him
go skinny dipping in
Tobago last year.

POOFTER— Andrew /Sheldon

And then the Down Down
Virgins: Kim, Kay, Kate, Ken, Jenny, Mikella, Nadine and Mario
New Shoes: Zuke, Annn Marie & Kate
POOFTER Nominees: Andrew, Sheldon, Reed, Antonio (Fireman),
It was Andrew who shouted out at the finished that this was the first time
he came first but his wife who was present denied it.
Sheldon had a skinny dipping incident in Tobago hash last year with a particular women but could not remember he and thought that she was present
among the hashers and so he ran from her ever since he spotted her.
Wedding— Spuds and Texas Blow Horn

Contact Us
Check out or Facebook page
and our Hash site: Port of
Spain Hash House Harriers
Want to join the e-mail listing?
Send e-mail to:

Subrian.pradeep@gmail.com
Visit us on the web at: Port of
Spain Hash House Harriers
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